CHEER TRYOUTS

3 TO 7 P.M. / MAY 2, 2020 / HPE COMPLEX
SFASU.EDU/SPRITPROGRAMS

TRYOUT FORMAT

• Stephen F. Austin State University fight song (taught at clinic)
• Partner and group stunting as coaches and judges take notes on ability and technique
• Tumbling with one to two running passes and one to two standing passes

Who we are looking for:

• Bases, back spots and coed stuters with ability to perform college-level stunts
• Flyers with ability to perform college-level stunts and dismounts
• Tumblers with ability to perform running tumbling ending with full twisting layout and standing tumbling ending with a layout
• Athletes who do not specialize in any of the positions above but have the ability to be an all-around cheerleader able to perform toss stunts and tumbling ending with a back tuck

TRYOUT ATTIRE

Females: plain black or purple sports bra, black spandex shorts, cheer shoes, and hair curled half up/half down fashioned out of your face with a purple, black or white bow

Males: plain black or purple T-shirt or tank, black gym shorts, cheer/athletic shoes, no hat and clean-shaven

All potential cheerleaders must portray a collegiate image when trying out for SFA. Body piercings, jewelry of any kind, and extreme hairstyles or colors are not acceptable at tryouts or as an SFA cheerleader. Candidates must remove all piercings and jewelry prior to tryouts and clinics.

Those who cannot make the tryout date may schedule a private tryout or submit a tryout video.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT THE SFA SPIRIT OFFICE AT (936) 468-1604 OR SPIRIT@SFASU.EDU.